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Jean Piaget
In the 1920s, Jean Piaget (1896-1980) worked as a question
developer for IQ (intelligence quotient) tests. Through his work
he was exposed to the thinking of adults and children; it was his
work with children particularly that inspired him to create a
branch of psychology called “genetic epistemology”. Today we
call this branch developmental psychology.
Piaget’s main inspiration for this new branch of study came from
the responses children gave to questions on IQ tests. Specifically,
he was intrigued by how children explained the logic behind their wrong answers. He concluded
from these incorrect answers there existed important differences between the thinking of adults
and children.
Piaget was the first psychologist to develop theories on the cognitive development of children.
Before Piaget’s time people assumed children were small adults—just comparatively less
competent as thinkers. Piaget’s work disproves this assumption by establishing young children
processed information differently than adults. The difference was not a methodological one;
rather, the differences reflected the physical maturity and development of the brains of children
compared to adults. Piaget concluded children were born with a basic mental structure
(genetically inherited from its parents) upon which all subsequent learning and knowledge was
based. Over time, he reasoned, the brain would change physically and so too would the capacity
of the individual thinker.

PIAGET’S THEORY OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
There were many influential and important psychologists in the early 20 th century. The German
psychologist Carl Jung (1875-1961 CE) focused much of his attention on a phenomenon he
called the “collective unconscious.” According to Jung, everybody shared a series of memories
in common stored and inherited from ancestors. For this reason Jung believed we all share
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certain values, instincts, and beliefs in common. So if, for example, one person had a dream
about being late another person might have a similar dream for the same reason. People who
dream they are late often are experiencing a sense of inadequacy or feel they need to make
change in their life. Jung’s mentor, Sigmund Freud (1856-1939 CE), was particularly concerned
with concepts like the interpretations of dreams. Both Jung and Freud’s work with concepts like
the collective unconscious and the interpretation of dreams reflects a philosophy called idealism.
Idealism posits that the ideas themselves can be studied without any need to look at physical
neurological (brain) structures. Neither Freud nor Jung had much to say about the nature of
cognition (the process of thinking). Both psychologists were influential in their day; however,
their theories have largely been either refined or discarded altogether.
Piaget’s work was different than either Jung or Freud. For instance, according to Freud people
developed neurosis (mental illness) primarily because of traumatic childhood experiences that
were repressed (forgotten). Freud’s theories depended heavily upon measuring something
completely subjective—human experience. Piaget did not concern himself with subjective things
like human experience or behaviors. On the contrary, he focused only on things which could be
objectively measured. Specifically, he focused on how human psychology was affected by
changes in the physical stages of an individual person’s development. An increased ability to
think, Piaget reasoned, correlated with the physical development and maturation of their brain.
He did not appeal to either experiences or dreams in the formation of his thinking.
Piaget was not satisfied with the accepted wisdom used to explain why children were less
capable thinkers than adults. He rejected the idea infants or toddlers were just less talented
thinkers. He also rejected the notion people developed their cognitive abilities gradually over
time as though along a spectrum. This does not mean he did not believe people changed over
time; it just means he did not believe that change took the form of gradual evolution from one
stage to another. On the contrary, he reasoned the psychology of human beings actually
developed in several distinct (discrete) stages. Each stage was qualitatively different than the
next; and the individual’s capacity to think was determined mainly by whatever their current
stage of physical development was. Piaget therefore set out to identify and explain the
mechanisms and processes by which the infant, and then the child, and finally the adult,
developed into an individual who would, eventually, be capable of reasoning logically.
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To Piaget cognitive development was essentially determined by a person’s biological age. He
also argued (to a lesser degree) environmental factors—the influence of peers, parents, siblings,
culture, and so on—influenced a person’s development, as well.

THREE COMPONENTS OF PIAGET’S COGNITIVE THEORY
Piaget arranged his theory in to three parts: schema, stages, and processes.
1). According to Piaget knowledge is organized in to simple building blocks in the brain. He
called these building blocks “schemas.” A single schema would equal exactly one unit of
knowledge, e.g. the concept of a cat, the color black, or a quantity like 103. Each unit related to a
single aspect (or experience) extant in the world. These units were discrete (or existed separately
from one another).
Schemas can be understood as a set of linked mental impressions of the world. We use these
mental impressions to understand and respond to situations. The assumption is we store these
mental representations and apply them when needed, e.g. we are walking and a “black” “cat”
crosses our path.
Interestingly, Piaget’s concept of schema has been demonstrated by neuroscientists, e.g. the
Jennifer Aniston neuron. During an experiment with epileptics, researchers implanted electrodes
in the brains of several individuals. The subjects were shown a series of random images of
animals interchanged with the same picture of Jennifer Aniston. When shown the random images
random neurons in the brain fired; however, when shown the exact same picture of Aniston over
and over the same neuron (one out of a possible 100 billion) lit up every single time. This
experiment, combined with others related to the study of language centers of the brain, have
established the brain does in fact discreetly store bits of information, e.g. verbs go here, nouns go
there, and so on.
2). Piaget identified four distinct and qualitatively different stages of development. He called
these stages the sensorimotor (0-2 years), preoperational (2-7 years), concrete operational (711), and formal operational (11+).
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3). Piaget identified three processes enabling a person to transition from one stage to another. He
called these processes “equilibrium”, “assimilation”, and “accommodation”.
A child’s existing schemas help them explain the familiar world. When a child is able to make
use of existing schema to make sense of a situation they are said to be in a state of equilibrium.
No cognitive change is taking place. For instance, a child has been to a restaurant and ordered
the same meal a number of times. When they visit the restaurant they have a series of schema,
and related behaviors, stored in their brain.
For example a waiter comes to the table. They
give out menus to everyone. The child has been
in this situation before so they know they are
supposed to look at the menu and pick what
they want to eat. They order their food. Since
they have been in this social situation before
they know that they have to pay the waiter at
the end.
This is an example of a type of schema called a
script. Whenever the person is in a restaurant,
they retrieve this script from memory and apply
it to the situation. The schemas Piaget described
tend to be simpler than this—especially those
used by infants. Nonetheless, it is easy to
identify behaviors associated with infants and
scripts, e.g. take ice cream out of the freezer,
place ice cream on spoon, and feed baby. The
infant’s eyes will open up with expectation
when the parent goes to the freezer. They will
cooperate gladly to get the bib on because they
know what follows: ice cream. Piaget described
how—as a child gets older—his or her schemas
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and scripts become more numerous and sophisticated.
Piaget believed newborn babies were born with innate schemas—even before they had much
opportunity to experience the world. These neonatal schemas are the cognitive structures
underlying innate reflexes. These reflexes are genetically programmed into us. For example
babies have a sucking reflex triggered by something touching the baby's lips. A baby will suck a
nipple, a comforter (dummy), or a person's finger. They did not have to be taught how to do this.
Piaget therefore assumed that the baby has a genetic “sucking schema”. Similarly the baby’s
grasping reflex is triggered when something touches its palm.

ASSIMILATION & ACCOMODATION
Jean Piaget viewed intellectual growth as a process of adaptation (or adjustment) to the world.
This happens through:
Assimilation: using an existing schema to deal with a new object or situation.
Accommodation: when the existing schema (knowledge) does not work it needs to be
changed to deal with a new object or situation.
Equilibration: this is the primary driving force behind development. Piaget believed
that cognitive development did not occur at a steady rate, but rather in leaps and bounds.
Equilibrium occurs when a child's schemas can deal with most new information through
assimilation. However, an unpleasant state of disequilibrium results when new
information does not fit into existing schemas (assimilation).

Equilibration is the force driving the learning process. This is because we do not like to be
frustrated and will seek to restore balance by mastering the new information (accommodation).
Once the new information is learned it becomes assimilated into our bank of schema.
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Examples of Assimilation and Accommodation in the Real World
A two year old child sees a bald man on the street. The man has long frizzy hair on the sides of
his head. To his father’s horror, the toddler shouts “Clown! Clown!” The boy’s father explains to
his son the man was not a clown.
“Son, he has hair sort of like a clown. But you can see he’s not wearing a funny costume or
making people laugh.”
With this new knowledge, the boy was able to change and improve his schema of “clown” to fit
a standard concept of a clown.
From the example above what happened that fits neatly into a definition of assimilation and what
development took place that fits into a standard definition for accommodation?

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
Piaget believed children think differently than adults and stated they go through four universal
stages of cognitive development. Development is therefore hierarchical and biologically based
changing over time as the child matures. In principle cognition therefore develops in all children
in the same sequence of stages. With that said, not all children necessarily proceed through these
stages at the same pace. Some children develop quicker than others.
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Each child goes through the stages in the same order. No stage can be skipped (you don’t just
jump from sensorimotor to formal operational); it should be noted some individuals might
actually not progress all the way to the final stage. Lastly, every person progresses through the
stages at a rate unique to them, i.e. some of us enter the preoperational stage earlier than others,
and so on.
Piaget did not claim a particular stage was reached at a certain age—although descriptions of the
stages often include an indication of the age at which the average child would reach each stage.
Piaget believed these stages are universal, i.e. that the same sequence of development occurs in
children all over the world regardless of their particular culture.

CHARACTERISTICS OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
Sensorimotor (0-2): the first stage of Piaget's theory lasts from birth to approximately age two
and is centered on the infant trying to make sense of the world. During the sensorimotor stage, an
infant's knowledge of the world is limited to his or her sensory perceptions and motor activities.
Behaviors are limited to simple motor responses caused by sensory stimuli, e.g. a loud sound, a
bright light, a soft blanket. Children utilize skills and abilities they were born with (such as
looking, sucking, grasping, and listening) to learn more about the environment.
Preoperational (2-7): the preoperational stage occurs roughly between the ages two and seven.
Language development is one of the most important attributes to develop during this period.
Piaget noted children in this stage do not yet understand concrete logic, e.g. dogs and cats have
four legs but are not the same species. They cannot mentally manipulate information, e.g. they
are unable to take the point of view of other people into consideration (which he termed
egocentrism). For instance two people are sitting opposite to one another at a table. One of the
people is an adult and the other a five year old girl. There is a doll house on the table. The front
of the house faces the five year old. The back of the house, where you can place the dolls on
chairs, open closets, and so on, faces the adult. The child literally cannot picture what the adult
sees. They are only capable of seeing the doll house through their own narrow perspective.
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Concrete Operational (7-11): the concrete operational stage begins around age seven and
continues until approximately age eleven. During this time, children gain a better understanding
of mental operations. Children begin thinking logically about concrete events, but have difficulty
understanding abstract or hypothetical concepts.
Formal Operational (11+): the formal operational stage begins at approximately age twelve to
and lasts into adulthood. During this time, people develop the ability to think about abstract
concepts. Skills such as logical thought, deductive reasoning, and systematic planning also
emerge during this stage.

